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ABSTRACT The ever-growing data rate demand from cellular users increases the associated power
consumption that directly contributes to the global warming of the environment. Also, achieving high
system capacity by increasing the density of the base stations (BSs) increases the number of handovers
(HOs) which for moderate-to-high-speed users implies significant signaling traffic overhead. One of the
key research objectives of this paper is to identify the different signaling overheads occurring during the
HO procedure in current 3GPP cellular networks (e.g. Long Term Evolution (LTE)/ New Radio (NR)) and,
among those, which are the main contributors to power consumption. Specifically, we analyze the impact
of signaling messages transmitted and received during HO on the power consumption for both the BS and
the User Equipment (UE). System-level simulations are performed for a detailed quantitative analysis. Our
analysis shows that the transmission of the measurement reports is the largest contributor to air-interface
signaling and that its contributed total power consumption is higher than the random access channel (RACH)
signaling and the signaling confirming the HO. To eliminate measurement reports and effectively reduce the
power consumption associated with the HO in future networks, we propose a HO procedure that exploits
uplink (UL) reference signals (RSs), namely the sounding reference signal (SRS), transmitted by UEs. The
numerical results show that the proposed SRS-based method reduces the total power consumption during
the HO procedure by 30% in comparison to the legacy downlink RS based measurement method in current
cellular networks. Also, this method improves the UE battery lifetime by reducing the RS transmissions and
measurements significantly, UE transmitted power consumption by 48% and received power consumption
by 27%.

INDEX TERMS 3GPP cellular networks (LTE/NR), handover, signaling overheads, power consumption,
uplink reference signal, sounding reference signal (SRS), performance evaluation, simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The mobile communication industry has more than four
billion users worldwide, that’s more than half of the world’s
population [1]. The number of users is still growing expo-
nentially. The data-oriented services including online gam-
ing, high definition video streaming, and advancement in
mobile application development prompt the cellular network
operator to install additional base stations (BSs). Large scale
small BS deployment can cause an escalation of the power
consumption of the network that directly results in increased
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CO2 emissions. More specifically, radio equipment at BSs is
a major ‘‘power consumer’’ that accounts for around 70% of
the total energy bill for the operators [2]. Thus, analyzing
the power consumption at the BS is an effective approach
that will provide a step forward to propose new schemes to
reduce the power consumption at the Radio Access Network
(RAN) and thus reduce the CO2 emissions and increase the
profitability of the operators.

According to the prior art, it is found that telecommuni-
cation is responsible for around 0.4 percent of CO2 emis-
sions worldwide [3]. The growing data rate demand of the
user increases the associated power consumption that directly
impacts the environment by contributing to global warming.
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Since operators’ operational expenditures (OPEX), power
consumption, and CO2 emissions are inter-related, analyz-
ing the power consumption during a HO scenario is a step
forward to propose a power-efficient HO scheme. Increasing
the system capacity by reducing the coverage of the BSs
in current cellular networks (e.g. LTE and NR) increases
the number of HOs, especially for high-speed users, who
experience an increase in the signaling traffic. Here, and
in the remainder of this paper, a BS could refer to either
an LTE Evolved Node B (eNB) or an NR next-generation
Node B (gNB). The failure of the signaling messages’ trans-
mission/reception introduces an increased system latency as
well as an outage that might cause a loss of revenue for the
operators. Therefore, one of the main issues is to identify
the type and the number of signaling messages during HO
which consumes the most energy. In this paper, we examine
the different signaling message types produced during the
HO procedure over the air-interface and study the impact of
user speed, cell densification and HO parameter selection.
Based on the signalingmessages’ transmission and reception,
we compute the average transmitted (and received) power
consumption values by using well-established power con-
sumption models for both the BS and the UE. This helps to
identify which part of the HO procedure is the main contrib-
utor to the overall power consumption.

A. UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNAL BASED MOBILITY
Current handover schemes rely on the measurement and
subsequent measurement reporting done by UEs over down-
link (DL) RS transmitted by nearby BSs. Notably, in dense
cellular networks where serving BSs rapidly vary, it is impor-
tant to reduce the energy consumption of the terminal by min-
imizing the measurement of such DL reference signals (RSs).
Furthermore, reducing the measurement report transmission
and other HO related signaling messages has also the poten-
tial for improving the UE battery lifetime. To this end, it is
proposed [5], [24]–[26] that the UEs transmit UL RSs which
are later to be measured by the network instead of relying on
the UE measuring and reporting DL RS, as in traditional cel-
lular mobility [5]. This way, the network can track and locate
the mobile user using UL RS based measurements [5]. These
measurements are processed in a central network controller
that decides which BS will serve the user. Using this method,
periodic measurement reports between UE and network are
not required, thus reducing theHO related signalingmessages
as well as power consumption.

The Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) is a reference signal
transmitted by the UE in the uplink (UL) direction that is
used by the BS to estimate the quality of the UL chan-
nel in both LTE and NR standards [38], [39]. The SRS is
typically estimated for large bandwidths outside the span
scheduled to a UE [4]. The SRS-based channel estimate is
used for efficient scheduling i.e. assisting the UL medium
access control (MAC) scheduler in allocating UEs to resource
blocks (RBs). The BS can also use SRS to estimate UL timing
for timing alignment procedure. More recently, NR also uses

the SRS for link adaptation, efficient scheduling, massive
MIMO, and beam management. Similarly, there is another
UL RS in LTE/NR, the DMRS (Demodulation RS), which
provides channel information on the scheduled band for a
particular UE. In the following, we will simply refer to UL
RS noting that, implementation-wise, we could use either the
SRS or the DMRS to realize the UL RS based mobility.

B. RELATED WORK
Many BS power consumption models are available in current
literature, whereas handset power consumption models are
less so. In [6], [7], the main power-consuming elements were
considered to calculate a simplified BS power consump-
tion model. An LTE smartphone overall power consumption
model was proposed in [8]. The energy consumption of dif-
ferent radio access technologies (RATs) was compared using
an energy consumption gain metric in [9] revealing that the
LTE RAT is the most energy-efficient when compared to
GSM and UMTS. Data rate and power consumption tradeoff
have been discussed e.g. in [10], [11]. Energy consumption
analysis of device to device (D2D) communication in 5G
systems was presented in [11] that used 3GPP LTE and WiFi
models to analyze the power consumption of both the BS
and the UE. It was found that the best option to save energy
is to minimize the number of active interfaces and send the
data with the maximum possible data rate. Studying the effect
of mobility in energy consumption was proposed as a future
interesting topic. A solution to the power allocation problem
in a neighborhood area network (NAN) with femtocell and
relay technology is investigated in [12]. The results show
that the average transmit power required for transmission
through femtocell is 99% less in comparison to cooperative
transmission (smart meter communicating with relay nodes).
A two time-scale cross-layer resource allocation algorithm is
proposed in [13] to guarantee reliable data transmission while
minimizing the energy cost.

In related works, a HO strategy to minimize the energy
consumption at BS in HetNets was proposed in [2] that only
considers the energy consumption during the HO execution
phase. This technique reduces the number of unnecessary
HOs, thus improving energy consumption. A distributed
mobility robustness optimization algorithm is proposed
in [14] tominimizeHO failures due to radio link failure (RLF)
by adjusting HO related parameters (i.e. time to trigger and
offset parameters). The algorithm classifies too early, too late,
and wrong cell HO failure categories and optimizes the HO
parameters according to the dominant failure. An early HO
procedure is proposed in [15] to reduce the RLF, ping pong
events and energy consumption, at the cost of keeping the
other performance parameters within acceptable limits. AHO
skipping technique for 4G and 5G systems is proposed in [16]
to reduce the HO rate. Similarly, a location-aware, cell size
aware and hybrid HO skipping technique to reduce the HO
rate is also proposed in [17]. However, at high speeds, esti-
mating the serving area of the cell and user trajectory to make
a HO skipping decision is challenging. A HO technique for
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ultra-reliable low latency communication is proposed in [18]
to improve the HO delays and energy efficiency. The role
of the source gNB in deciding the target cell is bypassed
and a direct HO request from the UE to the target gNB is
proposed. In the case where the HO request is rejected by
the target cell, the proposed system fallbacks to the existing
gNB assisted HOwhich further increases the HO delay. In our
previous work [19], we found that increasing/decreasing the
inter-site distance (ISD), after a certain limit, degrades the
HO performance mainly due to limitations in the UL. In [20],
we included a power consumption model for the transmit-
ted signaling messages during handover. We showed that,
although the measurement report (MeasReport) transmission
is the major contributor to the air-interface signaling, ran-
dom access channel (RACH) transmission is the main power
consuming contributor due to its higher utilization of the
resources (i.e. resource blocks). We also proposed a receiver
power consumption model in [21].

The work in [5] proposes a user-transparent mobility con-
cept based on the transmission of UL RS (beacons) using
Zadoff-Chu signature sequences for reliable detection at
the BS. The suitability of beacon resources, as well as the
reliability of the proposed beacon design, was validated to
highlight its advantages over legacy HO mechanisms. The
idea of joint tracking of a group of users with UL RS has
also been proposed in [22]. An accurate device positioning
and tracking algorithm for the 5G ultra-dense network has
been proposed in [23] by utilizing the UL RS. An extended
Kalman filter (EKF) based solution is formulated for efficient
joint estimation and tracking of the direction of arrival (DoA)
and time of arrival (ToA) of the user nodes (UNs) using UL
RS. In order to fuse the individual DoA and ToA estimates
across one or more access nodes (ANs) into an accurate UN
position estimate, a second EKF stage is added which also
provides accurate clock offset estimates and reliable clock
synchronization of the access link.

An UL RS based mobility management scheme is pro-
posed in [24] for the 5G system. The simulation results show
that this technique can save UE power consumption by up to
63% in comparison to the traditional DL mobility method.
Similarly, a UE power consumption comparison between UL
and DL-based mobility is presented in [25]. The analysis
shows that the UL mobility scheme outperforms over DL
mobility for ‘‘Rural with high-speed UEs’’ and high gain in
terms of UE power consumption is observed especially for
the ‘‘high-speed train’’ scenario. The work in [26] suggests
that UL mobility can reduce the HO failure rate and the UE
power consumption in NR. In [24]–[26], the authors seem to
address the UE power consumption only, whereas we provide
both UE and BS power consumption analysis.

This work is the extension of our previous works [20], [21]
with added novelty which comes from the overall power
consumption model (for both transmission and reception of
the signaling messages over the air-interface), the calculation
of the transport blocks (TBs) used for each signaling message
according to the 3GPP specified standards and UL RS based

power efficient HO procedure. To the best of our knowledge,
the study of air-interface signaling, the overall power con-
sumption of the HO procedure, and the concept of using UL
RS to make the HO procedure power-efficient have not been
addressed in the literature.

C. MAIN OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
The main objectives of this work are to investigate the power
consumption associated with HO signaling in 3rd Generation
Partnership Project (3GPP) cellular networks (i.e. LTE/NR)
and to define a power-efficient HO scheme based on UL RSs
for future 3GPP standards. The utilization of UL RSs in the
HO procedure is mainly motivated by the evolution of mobile
network generations towards ultra-dense networks operat-
ing at higher–frequencies and implementing a user-centric
no-cell approach (UCNC) [27]. UCNC aims at supporting
massive connectivity while turning all users to cell-center
users. UCNC is expected to be fully implemented in B5G
mobile networks, however, it can be to some certain extend
implemented in any radio access technology that supports
SRS incl. 4G, 5G, and 6G. To this end, our proposed UL
RS-based HO scheme is RAT-agnostic and future proof as
compared to the legacy HO procedure which doesn’t scale.
In fact, the legacy HO procedure in both NR and LTE follows
the same principles, with only minor nomenclature differ-
ences [28]. For the performance evaluation section, however,
we will compare our UL RS-based HO approach with LTE
which provides the most challenging and pronounced refer-
ence scenario that our HO procedure can further optimize.
Furthermore, future open radio access network (O-RAN)
standard specifications aim at specifying a RAN architec-
ture that relies on a software-based radio resource manage-
ment (RRM) platform of functions including energy-efficient
HO as herewith proposed [29]. Such a software platform will
allow both NR and LTE to follow their own evolution and
optimization, given their actual deployment worldwide.

The first contribution of this study is to analyze the power
consumption of the different signaling types during a HO
procedure for different cell sizes. As a result, an optimum
cell size with regards to power consumption is identified. For
this purpose, a detailed model of transmitted and received
power consumption for HO message signaling is developed.
Based on the model, transmitted and received power con-
sumption values during HO can be obtained. In alignment
with our previous studies [20], [21], our analysis shows that
the MeasReport transmission is the major contributor to the
air-interface signaling.

The second contribution of this work is that it provides
a solution to cope with the problem of high power con-
sumption due to MeasReport signaling. We propose a power-
efficient HO measurement procedure based on UL RSs, and
we specifically use the Sounding Reference Signal (SRS)
available in LTE/NR. We implement the UL RS based mobil-
ity in a system-level simulator to compare the performance
of HO with traditional DL based measurement. In this work,
wemainly compare the power consumption of DL andULRS
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FIGURE 1. Current cellular networks HO Procedure (adapted
from [30], [31]).

based mobility to quantify the potential benefits. Using this
method, no measurement report is needed to be transmitted
from the UE to the BS, thus it improves the UE battery
lifetime, reduces the OPEX and environmental effects.

The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section II
provides a summary of the HO mechanism in LTE/NR cel-
lular networks. Section III discusses the simulator modeling
aspects with transmitted/received power consumptionmodels
for both the UE and the BS. In Section IV, an analysis based
on the simulation results is presented. Finally, Section V
provides some concluding remarks.

II. OVERVIEW OF HANDOVER MECHANISM IN 3GPP
CELLULAR NETWORKS
A brief summary of the HO procedure in 3GPP cellular
networks is shown in Fig. 1 [30], [31]. As per the standard-
ized technical specification, 3GPP TS 36.300 [30] and TS
38.300 [31], 3GPP is still relying on the DL measurement-
based handover (HO) procedure for both LTE and NR (identi-
cal in both RATs except for some entity renaming). Hereafter,
we will adopt a generic naming convention as a way to
indistinctively refer to both LTE and NR use cases. For
example, the user data gateway (UDG) in Fig. 1 is the serving
gateway (SGW) in LTE and the User Plane Function (UPF)
in NR. Similarly, the centralized entity in Fig. 1 is the Mobil-
ity Management Entity (MME) in LTE and the Access and
Mobility Management Function (AMF) in NR. Finally, in our
proposed HO scheme, we will use the term BS referring
to either an LTE eNB or an NR gNB. The procedure is
divided into 3 phases: HO preparation, HO execution, andHO
completion phase. Upon measuring and identifying a better
neighboring cell, the UE reports to the serving BS (s-BS) and

accesses the target BS (t-BS) subsequent to the reception of
a HO command (issued from the s-BS). The UE performs
signal strength measurements over specific RS resources and
computes the reference signal received power (RSRP) from
the s-BS as well as the neighboring cells. After process-
ing the measurements, including filtering at layers L1 and
L3, if an entry condition is fulfilled, a measurement report
(MeasReport) is transmitted to the s-BS. The A3 event is used
as an entry condition described as the RSRP of the t-BS being
higher than that of the s-BS plus a hysteresis margin (called
A3 offset). This entry condition has to be maintained during
a time defined by the time to trigger (TTT) timer [30]. Once
the MeasReport is correctly received at the s-BS, the HO
preparation phase between the s-BS and the t-BS starts with
a HO request transmitted from the s-BS to the t-BS. Upon
successful admission, the t-BS acknowledges the HO request
sent by the s-BS and prepares for HO. Subsequently, a HO
command (HOcmd) is transmitted from the s-BS to the UE.
If successful, the HO execution phase starts in which the UE
accesses the t-BS by means of synchronization and Random
Access Channel (RACH) transmission, followed by the trans-
mission of a HO confirmation (HOconf) message. Finally,
the t-BS transmits a HO complete message to the s-BS to
inform the success of the HO when the DL path is switched
toward the t-BS. After that, the s-BS releases the allocated
resources. In the described context, HO optimization deals
with the adjustment of the TTT, the L3 filter coefficient (K),
and the A3 offset to achieve a good compromise between HO
frequency and HO reliability [32].

A. UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNALS BASED
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
Whereas the current HO measurement procedure in LTE/NR
is based on UE measurements over DL RSs, in this paper we
propose the HO measurements to be performed at the BSs,
over UL RSs transmitted by the UEs. To this end, we note
that current standards include UL RS transmission and mea-
surements for various purposes (e.g. link adaptation, channel
estimation, beam management, etc.). In this paper, we further
extend the applicability of UL RS for handover. In particular,
the sounding reference signal (SRS), defined in both LTE and
NR (see [38], [39]), will be used as described hereafter.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the UE transmits UL RSs which
are received at the serving and, possibly, several neighboring
BSs (n-BSs), allowing the network to perform UL signal
strength measurements. These measurements are processed
in a central network controller to make intelligent proactive
decisions on which BS shall serve a given user. The real-
ization of the UL-HO scheme comes with the requirement
that the time synchronization between the BSs receiving the
UL RS should be within some specified upper bound. This
requirement may already be in place to efficiently support
other implementations such as TDD operation, joint uplink
transmission, etc. in small cell deployments with very short
propagation times. In addition, in order for a n-BSs to be able
to detect and measure the UL RS, it is also required that the
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FIGURE 2. Uplink Reference Signal based HO Procedure (adapted
from [5], [30], [31]).

configuration parameters (timing, frequency, code, etc.) of
such UL RS, which are set by the s-BS, are also shared with
n-BS. This can be effectively achieved via existing interfaces
(such as e.g. X2 or S1 in LTE) and would only require
some minor standard upgrades in defining the information
elements to be communicated between the BSs. From a power
control perspective, note that there is only a need for n-BSs to
detect and measure the UL RS when the UE is approaching
the cell border, i.e. where handovers take place. When this
happens, the power control set by the s-BS should allow
the UL RS to be received at the n-BS, since both the s-BS
and n-BS become almost equidistant (in radio terms that is).
Furthermore, the detection of UL RS is rather robust since it
is, by design, a known signal transmission, with known time,
frequency and code signatures and thus easily detectable and
measurable at the n-BSs.

The rest of the HO procedure remains the same as in LTE
and NR starting from the HO preparation phase in Fig 1.
By reusing the UL channel measurements from UL RSs
(needed in, e.g., massive MIMO operation) also for mobil-
ity purposes requires no extra signaling overhead. Another
benefit of using UL measurements for UE mobility is that it
is possible to improve the network performance by network-
side upgrades without UE impact. The network controller
measurement processing procedure is shown in Fig. 3. As the
UE moves through the network, the serving BS becomes
weaker than the target BS. The serving, as well as n-BSs,

FIGURE 3. Network controller measurement processing.

perform UL RS received power (UL-RSRP) measurements
and these measurements are processed in a central network
controller. If the UL-RSRP of the serving BS is less than
a target BS by an offset called ‘‘A3 UL-offset’’, and this
condition is maintained during the time defined by ‘‘UL Time
To Trigger (UL-TTT)’’, the controller decides which BS shall
serve the given UE. Based on the controller HO decision,
the serving BS sends a HO request to the controller suggested
target BS.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
A hexagonal grid of 16 tri-sectored BSs is considered in a
MATLAB based system-level simulator. In order to ensure
fair interference conditions across the simulation scenario,
cell wrap-around feature is included. A total number of 100
UEs (with fixed speed and random directions [0◦, 360◦]) are
placed randomly over the simulation scenario.

For traffic loading, UEs with UL full-buffer traffic are
considered, thus contributing to UL interference towards
other UEs. DL interference is artificially generated by setting
the transmission power on a number of randomly selected
Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs) given a specific load level
(in our case a fully loaded case is assumed).

Some of the main features of physical (PHY), Medium
Access Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC) and
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layers are imple-
mented in the simulator including, segmentation, inter
alia, MAC scheduling with chase combined Hybrid-ARQ
(HARQ) and Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) at RLC
level. Look-up tables are used for the PHY layer to map
bit error rate (BER) values to subcarrier measured signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) values (via the effective
exponential SNR mapping (EESM)) to account errors in the
wireless link.

The modeling of Layer-3 (L3) RRC signaling (including
measurement report, HO command, and HO confirmation)
over the radio access is considered in the HOmodel. PDCCH
is modeled to capture Layer-2 (L2) signaling (DL and UL
allocation). These signaling messages are subject to channel
impairments and thus suffer from RLC failures. Moreover,
the simulator also considers Radio Link Failures (RLFs)
which are triggered under different circumstances related to
the unacceptable quality of the radio link [35]. The simulation
implementation is largely based on LTE. Given the sim-
ilar nature of LTE and NR HO procedures, the expected
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TABLE 1. Simulation parameters and assumptions.

FIGURE 4. A simplified overview of the BS and UE components included
in the transmitted power model.

evaluation in an NR simulator would comparatively provide
similar outcomes. Table 1 summarizes the main simulation
assumptions.

A. TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
In the BS, the radio equipment can be largely divided into the
Base-Band Unit (BBU) and the Remote Radio Unit (RRU).
A BBU is responsible for communication through the phys-
ical interface. The BBU is placed in the equipment room
and connected with RRU through an optical fiber. An RRU
is configured to communicate with the UE through the air
interface. The units comprising the RRU (the RF circuit
and power amplifier unit) perform inter-conversion between
the digital signal and RF signal, associated preprocessing,
amplification, and filtering, etc. A simplified overview of the
BS and UE components included in the transmitted power
consumption model is shown in Fig. 4, where Px,sup denotes
the necessary supply power to produce an output (transmit-
ted) power Px , see e.g. [37], where x = {BS, UE}. We are
interested in the contribution of the HO mechanism towards
supply power Px,sup.

Specifically, we focus on the HO signaling over the air
interface in both UE (UL) and BS (DL) transmissions,

FIGURE 5. A resource block illustration [42].

namely: the HOcmd transmission from the BS side, labeled
as (2) in Fig. 1, and the MeasReport, the RACH and the
HOconf transmission from the UE side, labeled as (1), (3)
and (4) respectively. To derive the power consumption of the
above-mentioned signaling messages transmissions, we first
find the size of such messages, then the amount of fre-
quency resources (PRBs) needed to transmit these messages,
and next the output transmitted power allocated to these
resources. Finally, a time duration of these messages or duty
cycle is used to compute the time-averaged supply power
consumption.

In LTE, the smallest time-frequency unit allocated to a user
is a resource block (RB), illustrated in Fig. 5. For a subcarrier
spacing of 1f = 15 kHz, a RB has a bandwidth of BRB =
180 KHz (i.e. NRB

sc = 12 subcarriers) and a time duration
of one slot, TRB = Tslot = 0.5 ms [38]. Alternatively,
the RB (or slot) duration can be expressed in terms of the
number of symbols; it contains, NRB

symb = 7, times the symbol
length Tsymb. The smallest resource unit consisting of one
symbol and one subcarrier to which a modulated symbol is
mapped onto is defined as a resource element (RE). Accord-
ing to the available modulation schemes in LTE, the num-
ber of carried bits in a single RE is LRE ∈ {2, 4, 6} bits
for QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation respectively.
A transport block (TB) is the amount of data that the upper
layer (MAC layer) provides to the PHY layer depending on
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and cyclic redundancy
check (CRC).

It is worthwhile noting that because HOs occur mostly
at the cell edge, where the RSRP is low, this justifies our
selection of QPSK as the modulation scheme used for the
transmission of signaling messages (see Table 2 for details).
To transmit MeasReport data bits in one TB, we assume
1 ms subframe with 6 RBs and 2 slots. We also assume the
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) index IMCS = 0 (very
low) as a bottleneck slowing down the flow of HO messages.
The size of each signaling message (in bits) is denoted by
Ls, with subindex s = {MR,HOcmd,HOcnf }. Now we can
find the number of information bits per TB (LTB = 152 bits)
using [40] that include 128 bits of the MeasReport Tx and
24 CRC bits.
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TABLE 2. Power consumption parameters and values.

With the above in mind the required number of TBs for
each signaling message s, N s

TB, can be obtained by:

N s
TB =

⌈
Ls
LTB

⌉
, with s = {MR,HOcmd,HOcnf } , (1)

where dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal
to x, and, hence it is assumed herein that a signaling mes-
sage requires an integer number of TBs. In addition, for the
RACH signaling message transmission, since it carries an
un- modulated preamble sequence, we can directly refer to
the standard specifications which provide us with the value
of NRA

TB [38] (see Table 2). The power allocation algorithm in
both the BS and the UE will adjust the power level assigned
to each subcarrier (and therefore RB and TB) according to
the maximum available powers in the BS (PBS ) and in the UE
(PUE ) (see Table 1). For the case of an equal power allocation
algorithm, the allocated power per TB at the BS and UE can
be formulated as:

PTBBS = PBS
/
NDL
TB , and (2)

PTBUE = PUE
/
NUL
TB , (3)

where NDL
TB (NUL

TB ) is the total number of TBs in the DL (UL)
given a system bandwidth Bsys (see Table 1).
The allocated transmitted power (in W) per signaling mes-

sage s is:

Psx,Tx = PTBx · N
s
TB, (4)

where x = {BS, UE} and, accordingly, the appropriate num-
ber of DL or UL signaling messages should be reflected
in N s

TB.
We now may apply some well-known power consumption

models for both the BS and UE, [6], [8], in order to obtain
the supply power necessary to produce the required transmit-
ted power for each of the signaling messages. In particular,
the supply power for the BS transmitting signaling s,Ps,TxeNB,sup,

FIGURE 6. A simplified overview of the BS and UE components included
in the received power model.

can be written as

Ps,TxBS,sup = PsBS,Tx
/
η + N s

TB

/
NDL
TB .(PRF,BS + P

′
BB), (5)

where PsBS,Tx is the output transmitted power given by (4) and
η is the power amplifier efficiency. PRF,BS denotes the supply
power contribution of the RF equipment, which is conve-
niently scaled by the portion of utilized resources by signaling
message s. Similarly, P′BB is the basic BBU consumption in
watts (see Table 2) [7].

Equally, the supply power required for the UE to transmit
signaling message s, Ps,TxUE,sup, is given by

Ps,TxUE,sup = PsUE,Tx + N
s
TB

/
NUL
TB .(PRF,UE

+ PTxBB), (6)

where, PsUE,Tx is the output transmitted power given by (4),
and where the supply power contribution to the RF and BB
part is also scaled by the portion of utilized resources by
signaling s. PTxBB is the transmitted UE BBU power (see
Table 2) [8].

We define the time-averaged supply power in (7) to capture
the time-domain system dynamics during transmission and
possible retransmissions of signaling messages,

P̄s,Txx,sup = Ps,Txx,sup · (1t
s
x
/
1T ), (7)

where Ps,Txx,sup (x = {BS, UE}) is the ‘‘peak’’ supply power
defined in (5)-(6), and (1tsx

/
1T ) represents the duty

cycle or percentage of time where the signaling is actually
transmitted. Assuming that the signaling s has a duration of
T sx seconds (refer to Table 2 for details) and that a number of
Ns signaling messages are transmitted over a period of 1T
seconds, we get1tsx = T sx ·Ns. Finally, we are able to rewrite
(7) as:

P̄s,Txx,sup = Ps,Txx,sup · T
s
x ·
(
Ns
/
1T

)
= Ps,Txx,sup · T

s
x · R

s
x , (8)

where we have defined Rsx
(
Ns
/
1T

)
as the signaling rate

which will be obtained from system-level simulations. The
main numerical parameters used in the simulations are shown
in Table 2.

B. RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL
A simplified overview of the BS and UE components
included in the received power model is shown in Fig. 6,
where PRx is the received power. We are interested in the
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contribution of the HO mechanism towards supply power
Px,sup necessary to retrieve the data.

The received power (in W) per signaling message s is
obtained using the system level simulator that follows the
below expression,

Psx,Rx = Psx,Tx .Gi,j. |h|
2
+ Psn, (9)

where x = {BS, UE} and, Gi,j is the total path gain for ith

UE and jth t-BS (including distance-dependent attenuation,
the angular antenna gain, and shadow fading), |h|2 is the
fast fading contribution and, finally, Psn is the additive white
Gaussian noise contribution over the bandwidth of signaling
message s.

We now may apply some well-known power consumption
models for both the BS and UE, [6], [8], in order to obtain the
received power necessary to receive the data for each of the
signalingmessages. In particular, the supply power for the BS
signaling s reception, Ps,RxBS,sup, can be written as

Ps,RxBS,sup = PsBS,Rx
/
η + N s

TB

/
NDL
TB .(PRF,BS

+ P′BB), (10)

where PsBS,Rx is the received power given by (9) and η

accounts for the power amplifier efficiency. Equally, the sup-
ply power for the UE to receive signaling message s, PS,RxUE,sup,
is given by

Ps,RxUE,sup = PsUE,Rx + N
s
TB

/
NUL
TB .(PRF,UE

+ PRxBB (RRx)),

(11)

where, PSUE,Rx is the received power given by (9), and where
the received power contribution to the RF part is also scaled
by the portion of utilized resources by signaling s.PRxBB is the
received BBU power (see Table 2) where RRx is the received
data rate that can be found as Rsx · LTB [8].

Now, the time-averaged supply power can be written as,

P̄s,Rxx,sup = Ps,Rxx,sup · T
s
x ·
(
Ns
/
1T

)
= Ps,Rxx,sup · T

s
x · R

s
x , (12)

C. UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNALS MODEL
The SRS based module has been modeled as per 3GPP
standards described in [38], [40] and integrated with the
system-level simulator. The resources assigned for SRS can
be distributed in the time, frequency, and sequence plane as
shown in Fig. 7. A part of the system bandwidth is used
for SRS, at each SRS transmission occasion which occurs
at a given SRS periodicity. Each Zadoff-Chu sequence is
transmitted in a limited bandwidth (BSEQ), which determines
the number (NSrsRB) of SRS RBs that can be transmitted in
each SRS transmission occasion. A number of orthogonal
sequences (MSEQ) can be sent in parallel in the same resource
block. These sequences are generated from (|q|) different root
sequences and (αSEQ) cyclic shifts of each root sequence. It is
assumed that BSs coordinate with each other when allocating
their SRS resources to their associated UEs to avoid pilot con-
tamination. By selecting these parameters appropriately the
resources for SRS can be dimensioned. The SRS parameters

FIGURE 7. SRS resource dimensioning [5].

TABLE 3. SRS parameters and values.

used in the system-level simulator are explained in Table 3.
The SRS parameters terms are explained as following [40],
SRS Periodicity: it is the tendency of SRS transmis-

sion/reception to recur at specified intervals. The SRS peri-
odicity ranges from 2ms to 320ms. This is calculated by the
SRS Configuration Index (ISRS). In this work, we consider
different SRS periodicities to see the impact on power con-
sumption and to find an optimum SRS periodicity value.
SRS Power: we assume that the SRS subcarriers and non-

SRS subcarriers are allocated with the same power.
Transmission Comb (KTC): the transmission Comb values

are 0 or 1 that informs whether to transmit SRS in every
odd or even subcarrier within the SRS bandwidth. Using KTC
values (0 or 1), the BS can multiplex two UEs with the same
frequency, cyclic shift, and time resources.
Cyclic Shift: it can vary from one to eight for KTC = 2

which generates up to eight different orthogonal SRSs. Using
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FIGURE 8. Impact of ISD and UE speed on the aggregate signaling rate.

cyclic shift, the BS can configure SRS for up to eight UEs in
the same frequency resources and subframe using different
cyclic shift values {0, 1, . . . . . . ,7}.
SRS Frequency Hopping Bandwidth: this is defined for the

frequency hopping purpose of SRS. If the frequency hopping
is enabled, then SRS frequency hopping bandwidth will be
smaller than SRS bandwidth (BSRS).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A detailed numerical evaluation is provided in this section
for the HO procedure in terms of both signaling and power
consumption costs. Also, a detailed comparison of the power
consumption of DL and UL RS based method is provided.

A. DOWNLINK BASED HANDOVER RESULTS
This section provides the simulation results for the signaling
rate and average supply power for both transmission and
reception of the HO related signaling messages during the
DL based HO procedure.

1) HANDOVER SIGNALING RATE ANALYSIS
This subsection provides the simulation results for the signal-
ing rate during the HO procedure. The considered signaling
messages transmitted over the air interface are: MeasReport,
HOcmd, RACH and HOconf. Simulations are performed
according to the models presented in Sec. III and the results
are analyzed for different cell sizes, UE speeds, TTT and
A3 offset values at a fixed L3 filter coefficient K mentioned
in Table 1.

Fig. 8 shows the impact of ISD and UE speed on an
aggregate signaling rate (i.e. the sum of all considered sig-
naling rate transmissions). One trend of the graph shows
that increasing UE speed, increases the signaling rate espe-
cially at low ISDs (i.e. 125m). We can argue that for small
ISDs, higher UE speeds will cause moving away from the
source cell which may result in increased HO failure rate
that further leads to an increased signaling rate Also, for
low ISDs, an increased number of cell border crossing and

FIGURE 9. Average distribution of signaling rate per type.

high interference areas from the neighboring UEs result in
increased HO rate and HO failure rate, thus experience a high
signaling rate owing to successive signaling retransmissions.

The average distribution (in %) of the different analyzed
signaling message types for all simulated cases of various
ISD, UE speed, TTT and offset values is shown in Fig. 9.
It is clear from the graph that the signaling rate distribution
is dominated by the MeasReport transmission (37%). This is
because the UL transmission suffers from different channel
impairments, due to transmission range and interference, for
particular cell sizes. As a consequence, MeasReport retrans-
missions are often triggered which produces performance
degradation in terms of increased signaling rate.

In our previous studies [20], [21], we found that increasing
the TTT and offset values reduces the aggregate signaling rate
significantly but at the cost of increased HO failures [32].
On the contrary, low TTT and offset values have less HO
failure cases, as early HO trigger prevents changing the radio
link conditions [32].

2) TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
The simulation results of the average supply power consump-
tion due to the various HO signaling messages transmissions
are provided in this subsection.

a: UE TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION
The impact of ISD andUE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the UE is shown in Fig. 10, as given by (8),
at a constant TTT and offset values. More interestingly, it is
clear from the graph that the lowest ISD has the highest
power consumption then it decreases and after that, it starts
increasing again for high ISDs because of the UL impair-
ments as also noted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The lowest power
consumption is attained for ISD 500m, which constitutes an
‘‘optimum’’ ISD under the simulated assumptions. An ISD
of 500m turns to be optimal since we are able to avoid the
UL impairment problems arising for small ISDs (due to high
interference from neighboring UEs) and large ISDs (due to
low UE transmitted power at the cell edge), see also [19].
The other trend of the graph shows that increasing UE speed,
increases power consumption, especially at low ISDs, due
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FIGURE 10. Impact of ISD and UE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the UE, for offset = 1 dB and TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 11. Impact of ISD on the average supply power consumption of
various UE signaling messages transmission for speed = 3km/h, offset =

1 dB and TTT = 32ms.

to the high signaling rate observed in Fig. 8. The steepest
increase in the UE transmitted power consumption is found
as we move from an ISD of 250m to an ISD of 125m ranging
between 150% and 175%with decreasingmobility. Similarly,
increasing offset and TTT values, the same trend is observed
as noted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

A per-type signaling power consumption breakdown for
the UE is shown in Fig. 11. The largest contributor to
power consumption is the MeasReport transmission by the
UE because of the same reasons as noted in Fig. 9. The
higher power consumption due to MeasReport Tx is being
especially detrimental to battery-powered devices. Similar to
the signaling rate case, increasing the TTT and the offset
enforce a reduction of the signaling which significantly
reduces the power consumption. However, this signaling and
power reduction comes at the cost of increased HOFs as noted
in [19].

b: BS TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION
The impact of ISD andUE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the BS is shown in Fig. 12, as given by (8),

FIGURE 12. Impact of ISD and UE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the BS, for offset = 1 dB and TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 13. Impact of ISD and UE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the UE received signaling messages, for offset = 1 dB and
TTT = 32ms.

at a constant TTT and offset values. The power consumption
of HOcmd Tx (BS/DL power consumption) is much higher
as compared to others (UE/UL power consumption) which is
expected. For an ISD of 500m a doubling of speed results to a
roughly 250mW increase in the BS power consumption. The
difference of BS power consumption between pedestrians
(3km/h) and very high-mobility UEs (120 km/h) is highest
for at the lower end of the cell size interval corresponding to
an increase of 135% and 100% for an ISD of 250m and 500m
respectively. The trend of the graph by varying ISD and UE
speed is similar to Fig. 10.

3) RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
A numerical evaluation of the average supply power con-
sumption caused by the different HO signaling messages
reception is provided in this subsection.

a: UE RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION
The impact of ISD and UE speed on the average supply
power consumption of the UE as given by (12), is shown in
Fig. 13 at a constant TTT of 32ms and an offset value of 1dB.
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FIGURE 14. Impact of ISD and UE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the BS received signaling messages, for offset = 1 dB and
TTT = 32ms.

The signaling messages transmitted by the BS (HOcmd) are
received by the UE. One observation is that the smallest
simulated cell size requires that the UE received power con-
sumption exceeds 400mW, whilst all other schemes consume
less than this. With the exception of the high mobility UEs
(120km/h) all other ISD and UE mobility combinations lie
below 250mW.

The second observation is that UE received power con-
sumption (for HOcmd) is higher than the transmitted
power consumption (for MeasReport, RACH, and HOconf)
(Fig. 10 and Fig. 13). This is attributed to two reasons. The
first reason is that the required number of TBs for the HOcmd
is double than the other air-interface signaling messages (see
Table 2). The second cause is linked to especially the low
ISDs. In our previous work [19], we found that the failures
due to timer T310 expiry before HOcmd reception are very
frequent when ISD is small and low when the ISD increases.
We argued that for small cell sizes, the UEs that are able to
transmit the measurement report subsequently move out of
the serving cell coverage, and thus the HO command, sent by
the serving cell, cannot reach the UE. So, the increase of UE
received power consumption especially at low ISDs is linked
to the HOcmd delivery failures which lead to successive
signaling retransmissions. The UE speed varying trend is
similar as noted in Fig. 10.

b: BS RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION
The impact of ISD andUE speed on the average supply power
consumption of the BS as given by (12), is shown in Fig. 14 at
a constant TTT and offset values. The signaling messages
transmitted from the UE are received by the BS. So, the power
consumption of MeasReport, RACH, and HOconf reception
(BS power consumption) is much higher as compared to
HOcmd reception (UE power consumption). The trend of the
graph by varying ISD and UE speed is very similar to Fig. 13.

A per-type signaling power consumption breakdown for
the BS is shown in Fig. 15. Noteworthy, the results are in line

FIGURE 15. Impact of ISD on the average supply power consumption of
various signaling messages reception at BS for speed = 3km/h, offset =

1 dB, and TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 16. Impact of ISD and UE speed {3, 30, 60, 120} on total power
consumption of each signaling message, for offset = 1 dB and TTT =

32ms.

with Fig. 11 but the power consumption is much higher as
compared to Fig. 11.

4) TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
Fig. 16 shows each signaling message total (including trans-
mitted and received) power consumption during the HO
procedure against various ISDs and UE speeds. It is clear
from the graph that the lowest power consumption is due
to HOconf and RACH messages while the highest is due to
the HOcmd. This is because the number of resources (TBs)
required for both transmission and reception of the HOcmd
is double than the other signaling messages (see Table 2).
Although the MeasReport is a major contributor to the aggre-
gate signaling rate as per Fig. 9, the HOcmd is the major
contributor to the total power consumption. Another trend in
the graph shows that increasing the UE speed increases power
consumption, especially at low ISDs (see 125m case). The
total power consumption during HO for this case is the high-
est (around 5 watts at 3 km/h speed and 10 watts at 120 km/h
speed) that have the worst impact on the environment as well
as on the OPEX.
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FIGURE 17. Comparison of DL and UL RS based mobility HO metrics, at
fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h, DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT =

32ms.

B. UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNAL BASED
HANDOVER RESULTS
In Section IV.A.2, we found that the optimum ISD out of
the simulated cases is the ISD 500m case. Based on this
finding, we fixed the ISD to 500m, and speed to 30 km/h and
performed the simulations using UL RS based measurement
model as explained in Section II.A. We also fixed the values
of A3 UL-offset to 1dB and UL-TTT to 32 ms, the same
as in DL based mobility model, to have a fair comparison.
We change the SRS periodicity values to find an optimum
periodicity value that reduces the power consumption during
the HO procedure to its minimal level.

The impact of introducing the UL RS based mobility on
the HOmetrics is shown in Fig. 17. In particular, we study the
HO rate, HO failure ratio (HOFR), and ping pong (PP) rate,
for which detailed definitions can be found in our previous
work [12]. In brief, the HO rate is measured in the total
number of triggered HO events divided by the simulation
time. The HOFR is defined as the total number of HO failure
events divided by the total number of triggered HO events.
The ping pong rate (PPR) is defined as the total number of
ping pong events divided by the simulation time. A ping pong
event is the occurrence of a HO between a serving cell and
a target cell, followed by another HO to the original serving
cell, all this happening under a predefined time. Fig. 17 shows
a DL RS based HO metrics comparison with UL RS, with
SRS periodicities ranging from 5 ms to 320 ms. It is clear
from the graph that the SRS based model reduces the HOFR
significantly in comparison to DL RS based model. This is
because nomeasurement report transmission is required from
UE to BS in case of UL RS based mobility, thus the HO
procedure complete before the UE loses its connection to
the s-BS. Overall, the HO rate and PP rate decrease with
increasing periodicity values until a sweet spot of the SRS
periodicity ‘‘40 ms’’ arrives. This way the UL RS based
method reduces the unnecessary HOs. After the sweet spot,
the HO rate and PP rate start increasing because of the high

FIGURE 18. UE transmitted average supply power consumption
comparison for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m,
speed = 30km/h, DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

SRS periodicity values. For example, SRS is transmitted
every 5ms for SRS periodicity of 5ms but every 320 ms
for SRS periodicity of 320ms. High periodicity means lower
SRS transmission/reception rate, i.e., the number of SRS
transmission/receptions are less, increasing the gap between
UL-RSRP measurements. This means that if a UE enters a
poor radio link condition area (immediately after last SRS
transmission), and it will remain in the same area up to
320 ms. All HO signaling will eventually not be properly
transmitted/received for this period. It may also happen, that
the UE failed to HO to a neighboring cell and subsequent
efforts to reconnect to the same cell, resulting in a high PP
rate and thus to high HO rates. It is to be noted that the ping
pong events can also appear as the consequence of failed HOs
to neighboring cells, and the subsequent efforts to reconnect
the UE to neighboring cells even if not the most adequate at
that time [19].

1) TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
WITH UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNAL BASED MOBILITY
In this section, we will show a detailed comparison of the
power consumption when the HO related signaling messages
are transmitted from the UE/BS side using DL or UL RS
based mobility.

a: UE TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION
When we use the UL RS based mobility, no measure-
ment report transmission from the UE to BS is required.
Fig. 18 compares theUEDL andULRS based average supply
power consumption due to HO related signaling transmission
from the UE side namely, MeasReport Tx, RACH Tx, and
HOconf Tx. It is clear from the chart that the UL RS based
mobility method outperforms for all SRS periodicity values,
as no measurement report is transmitted for this method. The
lowest UE transmitted power consumption is found for the
SRS periodicity case of ‘‘40 ms’’, 48% lower than the DL RS
based mobility case. After a 40 ms periodicity case, the UE
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FIGURE 19. BS transmitted average supply power consumption
comparison for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m,
speed = 30km/h, DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

transmitted power consumption using UL RS starts increas-
ing because of the high HO rate and PP rate we observed
in Fig. 17.

b: BS TRANSMITTED POWER CONSUMPTION
Fig. 19 display a comparison of average supply BS
power consumption resulting from the transmission of HO
command. TheBS power consumption decreases for lowSRS
periodicity values then it starts increasing at high periodicity
values because of a high number of HO rates due to the high
PP rate we observed in Fig. 17. The minimum BS transmitted
power consumption is found for the SRS periodicity case of
‘‘40 ms’’, almost 17% lower than the DL RS based mobility
method.

2) RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON WITH
UPLINK REFERENCE SIGNAL BASED MOBILITY
In this section, we will show a detailed comparison of the
power consumption when the HO related signaling messages
are received at the UE/BS side using DL or UL RS based
mobility. It is to be noted that the HO signaling messages
that are transmitted from the UE side are received at the BS
and similarly the messages transmitted from the BS side are
received at UE.

a: UE RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION
Fig. 20 exhibits a comparison of average supply UE power
consumption resulting from the reception of HO command
and it follows the same trend as we noted in Fig. 17.
The smallest UE received power consumption is found
for the SRS periodicity case of ‘‘40 ms’’, almost 27% lower
than the DL RS based mobility case.

b: BS RECEIVED POWER CONSUMPTION
The HO related messages transmitted from the UE side are
received at the BS. Using the UL RS based mobility, no mea-
surement report is transmitted from the UE thus there is

FIGURE 20. UE received average supply power consumption comparison
for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h,
DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 21. BS received average supply power consumption comparison
for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h,
DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

no power consumption at the BS side due to this signaling
message. Fig. 21 convey the BSDL andULRS based average
supply power consumption due toHO related signaling recep-
tion. It is understandable from the graph that the UL RS based
mobility method outperforms for all SRS periodicity values,
as no measurement report is received for this case. The lowest
BS power consumption is found for the SRS periodicity case
of ‘‘40 ms’’, which is practically half (49%) of the DL RS
based mobility case.

3) REFERENCE SIGNAL TRANSMISSION AND
MEASUREMENT POWER CONSUMPTION
In this section, we compare the power consumption due to DL
RS and UL RS transmission and measurement at UE/BS side.
For DL RS transmission/measurement, we assumed that one
RE is required for one RSRP measurement, and for average
RSRP, we take the average over eight REs [38]. So the
resources consumed for one RSRP measurement are eight
REs for DL based mobility. To measure the eight strongest
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FIGURE 22. UE reference signal average supply power consumption
comparison for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m,
speed = 30km/h, DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

cells for eachUE,we use sixty-four REs. Then, we use (8) and
(12) to find DL RS transmitted and measurement/received
power consumption respectively. Similarly, we use (NRB

sc ×

BSRS)/KTC REs for each SRS transmission/reception. Then,
we use (8) and (12) to find UL RS transmitted and measure-
ment power consumption respectively. The signaling rate for
the DL based RSRP and the UL-RSRP measurements are
obtained using the system-level simulator.

Fig. 22 shows the average supply UE power consumption
for DL RS measurements in comparison to UL RS trans-
mission power consumption. It is to be noted that the DL
RSs are received at UE while the UL RSs are transmitted
from the UE. It is visible from the graph that the DL RS
measurements consume a lot of the UE power while the UL
RS has the lowest UE power consumption. This is because the
UE has to measure the DL RS from both the s-BS as well as
the t-BSs that result in high power consumption while in the
case of SRS, UE only needs to send the SRS that is received
at multiple BSs. The SRS transmission power consumption
at the UE practically remains consistent between 5ms and
20ms. Also, as the SRS periodicity increase, the UL RS
power consumption reduces because of less number of UL
RS transmissions. For the ‘‘40ms’’ periodicity case, the UL
RS method consumes almost four times less UE power in
comparison to DL based method.

The DL RSs are transmitted from the BS side while the UL
RS measurements are processed at the BS. Fig. 23 presents
the average supply BS power consumption for DL RS trans-
mission in comparison to UL RS measurement power con-
sumption. For low periodicity values {5ms, 10ms, 20ms},
the power consumption of SRS measurements is higher than
the DL RS transmission because of the high number of
SRS reception at multiple BSs. It is to be noted that the
UL RS transmitted from the UE is received at multiple BSs
within the UL RS transmission range. As the SRS periodicity
increase, the number of SRS transmissions reduces as noted
in Fig. 22 that further reduces the SRS measurement power
consumption. For the ‘‘40ms’’ periodicity case, the UL RS

FIGURE 23. BS reference signal average supply power consumption
comparison for DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m,
speed = 30km/h, DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 24. Total UE average supply power consumption comparison for
DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h,
DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

method consumes half of the BS power in comparison to DL
based method.

4) TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
In this section, we show the total average supply power con-
sumption for each air-interface HO related signaling message
(the sum of transmitted and received power consumption)
to find an optimum periodicity value. The total UE average
supply power consumption is shown in Fig. 24 and the total
BS average supply power consumption in Fig. 25 including
the DL/UL RS power consumption. From the UE perspec-
tive, the proposed UL-HO scheme is more attractive since it
reduces the overall UE power spent during HO by avoiding
the measurement report transmission for all periodicity cases
(see Fig. 24). From the BS perspective, at periodicity 5ms and
10ms cases, the UL-HO procedure requires a high amount of
power in comparison to DL RS based HO, since the BS has to
process UL RSs very often as compared to the DL-HO case.
This trend changes for other all periodicity cases where the
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FIGURE 25. Total BS average supply power consumption comparison for
DL and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h,
DL/UL offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

FIGURE 26. Total average supply power consumption comparison for DL
and UL RS based mobility, at fixed ISD = 500m, speed = 30km/h, DL/UL
offset = 1 dB and DL/UL TTT = 32ms.

UL RS based HO scheme outperforms the DL RS based HO
procedure in terms of total BS power consumption. The total
power consumption is shown in Fig. 26 where the percentage
of power increase or decrease in comparison to DL RS based
mobility is also shown without considering RS power con-
sumption. The plot presents that the total power consumption
shows a decreasing trend in comparison to DL based mobility
until a sweet-spot of 40ms SRS periodicity case arrives, then
it again starts increasing. After the 40ms periodicity case,
the high power consumption is due to frequent HOs we noted
in Fig. 17. The lowest total average supply power consump-
tion is found for the SRS periodicity case of ‘‘40 ms’’, 30%
lower than the DL RS based mobility case.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a simulation analysis is performed for the
signaling overheads and the power consumption due to the
HO procedure when different UE speeds and cell sizes are
applied. In the DL based mobility case, we observe that the
largest contributor to air-interface signaling overhead is the

MeasReport transmission within the HO procedure. We also
note that the total power consumption of the MeasReport is
higher than the RACH and HOconf messages. The results
show that, for our considered setup, an optimum cell size
(ISD = 500m out of simulated cases) can be found around
which any increase or decrease of the cell size brings the
performance degradation in terms of higher signaling rate and
the higher power consumption. These results are in complete
accordance with the UL transmission limitations as noted in
our previous work [19]. We assess that increasing the UE
speed degrades the performance, significantly for small ISDs,
as expected.

Based on the optimum ISD we utilize the UL RS based
method to make the measurement procedure more power-
efficient (because no measurement report transmission is
required using this method). The numerical results show
that the proposed UL RS based method reduces the aver-
age supply power consumption, UE transmitted by 48%, BS
transmitted by 17%, UE received 27%, BS received 49%
and total power consumption during the HO procedure by
30% in comparison to downlink RS based method, for an
optimum SRS periodicity case of ‘‘40 ms’’. We found that
the ULRS transmission requires almost four times less power
consumption while the UL RS measurement only half of the
power consumption in comparison to the downlink RS based
method. The proposed method is power-efficient at both UE
and BS side and it is beneficial since it reduces the OPEX
and the environmental effects. It is also an excellent candidate
of an energy-efficient HO procedure in future releases of
the 3GPP standards heading towards denser network deploy-
ments and higher frequencies. In the future, we will propose
a UE specific SRS periodicity selection procedure (e.g. as
a function of speed) to improve the network performance
and further reduce the power consumption. It may be also
interesting to propose an SRS power control procedure to
assign the SRS power according to, not only the s-BS, but
so the UL RS can be received at some target number of
neighboring BSs.
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